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Schweizer's " .Remains of a Hebrew Text of 
1 Maccabees." 1 

PROF. CHARLES C. TORREY, PH.D. 

Jri:BW HAYEN, CONN, 

I N my article " Maccabees " in the third volume of Cheyne and 
Black's Encyclopaedia Biblica, the following words occur in a 

note, below the middle of col. 2868, concerning a Hebrew version 
of 1 Maccabees and the conclusions of Schweizer regarding it : 
"Schweizer, in a critical discussion of the text, ... comes to the 
conclusion that it is based upon the original Hebrew from which all 
the other versions have sprung. His view is probably too optimistic. 
The text may certainly prove to be here and there of some value for 
a criticism of the readings of the versions, but its general importance 
is only secondary. The style is too simple and the vocabulary too 
easy to be ancient, and the work as a whole resembles the para
phrastic compositions [Megi/lath Antiochus, etc.] above mentioned." 

This note was added by the editors to my manuscript, which was 
finished and delivered to them in the early summer of 1898. The 

1 This investigation was concluded in the late fall of 19<)1, and presented to 
the Society of Biblical Literature at its annual meeting in December of that year. 
After it had been prepared for the printer, some time later, I learned that 
Professor Noldeke had discussed this Hebrew text in the Lil~rarisdus Cmlra/
/Jin/1 (1901, col. 521 ff.); and upon reading his article I saw that it so closely 
resembled my own, in both argument and conclusion, as to render my intended 
publication superfluous. I accordingly put my paper aside, and abandoned all 
thought of printing it. Recently, however, I have been led to reconsider my 
decision, and to resurrect the manuscript. Bousset, in his R~ligitm dn .Jud~ntums 
im n~ut~stnmmtlidun Z~itnlter, 1903, p. 17, note, says of this Hebrew text of 
1 Maccabees that it represents "dn~ Ruckiillerutzutt.g aus ~inmt gri1dtisdun 
T(.Xf, d~r nifkl oltne w~rt ist." He thereupon cites reviews of Schweizer's pam
phlet by Schmidt, Vetter, and Levy. I have thought that if so careful a scholar 
as Bousset can still hold this view, which he has now given a wide currency 
through his book, the publication of even these brief notes of mine may not he 
altogether superfluous. They are here printed exactly as they originally stood, 
before I had seen Noldeke's article. 
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proof-sheet containing it, sent to me in the summer of 1901, gave me 
my first knowledge of Schweizer's publication. I was glad of the 
note, and it was, of course, my business to test the new work at once. 
This, however, was unfortunately out of the question. With the 
proof came the urgent request to return it as soon as possible, and it 
was manifestly too late to procure the book from Germany and begin 
an investigation which might be long and could hardly yield any 
important result. The note was cautiously worded, and I therefore 
accepted it, and added a reference to Schweizer in the bibliography 
at the end of the article " First Maccabees." 

The following discussion of the new Hebrew text and of the work 
mentioned may seem to some to be unduly extended. But after 
seeing Schweizer's publication, and testing the new text, I was 
unwilling to allow the references in the Encyclopatdia Biblica to 
stand without some explanation. And having once undertaken to 
estimate the value of this material, it seemed unavoidable to give 
details in such number as to leave no room for doubt; both in justice 
to myself, and for the sake of scholars who may thereby be saved 
some time and spared some vexation. 

In the year 1896, Professor Chwolson, of St. Petersburg, discovered 
in a Hebrew manuscript ll a hitherto unknown version of a part of 
1 Maccabees; viz. chaps. 1-4 (in a version somewhat briefer than 
the standard ones) 7r.-9ZJ 9:& st. 73 and that part of chap. 6 which 
narrates the death of Antiochus Epiphanes. The text was found to 
be incomplete at the end, breaking off in the middle of a sentence 
(the beginning of 614

) ; in other respects: however, it was in excellent 
condition, presenting a smooth version which cursory examination 
showed to be practically identical with the standard recension. 

This Hebrew text Professor Chwolson published in vol. vii. (Jahr
gang xii.-xiii. 1896-97) of the texts and studies of the Jewish Verein 
"Mtkiu Nirdamim," 3 in Berlin, hut without investigating it care
fully, or comparing it with other versions. As I learn from the very 
brief notice in the Thtologischtr Jahrtsbtni:hl (Bd. xvii. 1, p. 81), 
Chwolson conjectured the ninth century as the date of this transla
tion, and Italy as the land in which it was made. 

As ( Maccabees is a work of very great importance, and the 
Hebrew in which it was originally written has long been lost, the 

2 I have seen it referred to only a3 "a Paris manuscript." The publication of 
Schweizer, mentioned below, gh·es no more definite information as to its where
abouts. 

a See the Onmtalisdu Biblrugraphi~. 18<}8, p. 115, no. 2232 . 
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question of the nature and origin of such a text as this is one of no 
ordinary interest, and the necessity of investigation was of course 
imperative. Since a part of the original Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus 
has recently come to light, we are prepared to hear of the recovery 
of the original text of other books of the Old Testament Apocrypha, 
now preserved only in translations. 

It was with the purpose of investigating thoroughly the facts bear
ing on the important questions of the origin and value of this manu
script that Dr. Abraham Schweizer published his "Unl~rsuchungm 
iib~r di~ Resk dnes hebraisc/un Texles 11om erslen Makkaba~rbuch " 
(Berlin: Poppelauer, 1901). He evidently realized the importance 
of his task, and says in his preface (p. 7) : "Es sol/ in der folgmden 
Abhandlung dieur neue h~briiisch~ T~xl d~s I. Makkabii~rbuches aufs 
genauest~ mit al/~n and~ren vorhandenen Rdalionen dessdben vergli
clun werdm, damil wir dann schliesslich dn Gcsammturleil ubu 
dmsdben abzug~ben und aus dz~um Urteile die Konuqu~IJUn zu 
zi~hen im Stande sind." He accordingly compares the Hebrew text 
(which he reprints), verse by verse and phrase by phrase, first with 
the Greek version, then with the Syriac. His investigation of the 
relation of the Hebrew to the Greek (in which he uses the apparatus 
of Swete's edition, devoting one chapter to the Alexandrine text, and 
another to the Sinaitic and Venetian codices) occupies about thirty 
pages; the comparison with the Syriac, about twenty pages. Last 
of all, he investigates the Hebrew text itself, and compares its read
ings with those of Josephus. The whole book contains u6 pages. 

His conclusion, which he considers to be supported by an over
whelming array of evidence from every side (see his remarks, pp. 33, 
40, 43, 45 , 65 f., 84 tf., 92 f.), is that this Hebrew text is indeed a 
survival of the original, and derived immediately from it; somewhat 
abridged, it is true, so that it is in reality a 'clipped' recension, but 
preserving none the less the wording of the book as it left the hands 
of its author. 

The result of this conclusion would be, indeed, to put the study of 
the book on a new footing,- as Schweizer ( p. 7) assumes that it has, 
-if the conclusion were borne out, or even given some slight plausi
bility, by the facts. Unfortunately, t.his is not the case. 

In the first place, the character of this new Hebrew document as a 
popular abridgment from the Maccabean histories is so obvious as to 
need no argument. This is, of course, what any one even slightly 

..acquainted with medieval Jewish literature would expect, and the 
expectation becomes certainty as soon as the first examination of the 
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document is made. But this is not all ; the author of the abridg
ment expressly characterizes it as such. In 1 Mace. 9:12, the Greek 
reads : «cU Tel. 7r(p«TO'cl. Twv Aaywv 'IoV&ro . • . ov ~<aTeypO.q,,· ,.o.UcJ. yap 
;v aq,08pa ; " And the rest of the deeds of Judas • • . were not 
recorded, for they were very many." In the passage corresponding 
to this, the Hebrew has (Schweizer's text, p. 12, line 4 a.j.): -,M.., 
c~),~lt'M:-t -,~c '' c~~m~ c:-t at':"! . . . ~~ ~:l, " And the 
rest of the deeds of Judas ... are they nol?tm'llm in the Book uf the 
Hasmo11eans 1" (the only natural way of writing" Liber Machabaeo
rum" in Hebrew). This innocent adaptation of the standard text 
certainly needs no explanation. Schweizer's comment (pp. 30 f.) 
may be cited as a specimen of his critical procedure : "In diesnn 
Texlt findd man die Forme!, die in den Konigsbiichern so oft bei den 
Konigm von Israel und Juda angewendd win/. Man siehl daraus(! ), 
dass der hebr. Text auch hier das Urspriingliche hal. Der gn'ech. 
Ueberselzer las wahrschdnlich at' "nichl" slat/ at':"! "fiirwahr," 
daher iam tin gam: anderer Sinn heraus; vid/eicht haler auch stall 
-,~c '' gdesm -,~~ ,~lt'S," etc. . . . "In Wirklichkeit eroffnel 
der hebr. Text unserm durch die Dunkdhdl des gn'ech. Texles ge
lriiblm Blick eine herrliche Aussichl, indem der Vufasser ht'er tin 
vun ihm gekannles und bmu/zks Dokumml fiir die Geschichle Judas 
andeuld." 

Moreover, this Jewish compendium of the Maccabean history, like 
the others of its kind, uses not only 1 Maccabees, but 2 Maccabees 
as well. The passage at the close (Hebrew text, p. 13, lines to-14), 
narrating the circumstances of the death of Antiochus, is taken from 
2 Mace. 99· 12· 11· •. Schweizer has observed this, and says (p. 89) : 
"Auffa//end isl nur noch der Umstand, dass an einigen wmigen 
Sldlm u11seres Texles ... dnige Salzt eingifiigl sind, d1t tine gewisse 
Aehnlichkeil mil Sa/zen vum 2. Makkabaerbuche uigen." He then 
explains the fact by the supposition that this Hebrew was derived 
from a recension of 1 Maccabees older than the one from which our 
translations were made ! 

Our document is, then, like the C,~,"tt)at M':~. the story of Judas 
Maccabaeus and his deeds in its briefest form, with due prominence 
given to the fate of his hated opponents, Nicanor and Antiochus. 
It was plainly intended to make edifying reading for devout Jews, 
especially on the day of the I:Ianukka. 

It still remains to ask, however, whether this abridgment may not 
have been made from the uriginal Hebrt1l!, as Schweizer asserts so 
positively that it was. The character of the Hebrew in which it is 
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written makes this a very improbable supposition at the start. On 
this important point Schweizer has only the vague remark (t>· 93) 
that the language of this document reminds us of " the post-exilic 
books Ezra and Nehemiah," and much resembles that of the 
Mishna ! The fact is, the . language bears unmistakably the stamp 
of the .Middle Ages; some striking examples will be given below. 
Ancient texts of no canonical authority might, however, be consid
erably altered and corrupted in the lapse of centuries and yet 
preserve for us much of the original form,- the fragments of Bar 
Sira have given us some illustration of this,- so it will be necessary 
to examine the evidence which Schweizer has to offer. 

It is possible to be brief here. He shows, without difficulty, that 
the Hebrew text cannot be derived from the Greek, nor yet from the 
Syriac. The greater part of his demonstration, indeed, is quite 
superfluous. On the other hand, when he attempts to show that the 
Hebrew, in the many places where it diverges from the Greek or 
Syriac versions, preserves the original reading, his disregard of both 
evidence and probability is surprising. The fact is, every page 
of the Hebrew text contains numerous passages which make per
fectly plain its character as a secondary recension, loose, awkward, 
and full of blunders. In no instance is there any ground for the 
contention that it has preserved the original reading, as against 
the other versions. The most striking evidence of these state
ments will be given below; a few passages, chosen at random, may 
be cited here by way of illustration. 1 Mace. 18 reads: "And 
they [the successors of Alexander] all put on diadems after his 
death, and so did their sons after them, for many years." The 
Hebrew, p. 3, line 8, has : 0), ,M,~ ..-,me ,..-,~n~ ,::l c;,l, ,Mp'¥1 
C:T'..,MM C:T'):l, :-r~:-r, a bit of nonsense which shows that the Jewish 
translator misunderstood the word" diadems." In z.a the expression 
" by force " ( lv lux"' in forlitudin~) is misunderstood, and translated 
(p. s, line 7 a.j.) by ,M..,,::l)::l, which is ill suited to this context. In 
z70 we read : " He [Mattathias J died in the one hundred and forty
sixth year," i.~. , of the Seleucid era. Our Jewish translator mistook 
this number for the old man's age ( ! ) and renders (p. 6, line 12) : 
C"J'It' 'lt''lt', c•;;::l..,tc, :"lac~ J::l n~·t The beginning of 338 (Hebrew 
text, p. 7, line 12) is a striking example of mistranslation, of such a 
nature that no theory of" a scribal error " or of "text-corruption" 
can be entertained for a moment. 

Of most of such passages as these Schweizer takes no notice, 
and in more than one case he defends a Hebrew reading in a way 
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that is unjustifiable. So, for example, when he argues (p. 43 f.) that 
C...,:'T' n,-, is preferable to the O'Wil'Ywr'J 'Au&&u'(llr of I Mace. :ru. 
His comment on I 14 (Hebrew, p. 3, line 16) is characteristic. The 
standard versions read: "And they [the renegades] built a gym
nasium in Jerusalem." The Hebrew has in place of "gymna
sium," C"""""" M,":::J•m C"'lt")j':"t M":::J, which is an embellishment 
such as no student could mistake. But no, according to Schweizer 
(p. 52) this is the original, and the other the translation; the Hebrew 
phrase "gibt die Bedeutung des gneclt. yvp....O.uwv nclttig wider" ! 
This would be very amusing if it were not so evidently unfair. 

There is another, and a very serious, flaw in Schweizer's investi
gation which it is impossible to excuse. As has been observed, he 
compares the Hebrew with the Greek and Syriac versions at consid
erable length. The omission of the Latin versiqn is more tlian 
noticeable. He must certainly have known that Latin was the 
favorite medium of translation into Hebrew in the Middle Ages, 
and that a considerable amount of literature of this same character 
was produced, especially among the Jews in Italy. As was remarked 
above, Chwolson conjectured that this very document was translated 
in Italy in the ninth century. Schweizer, while rejecting the theory 
of a translation, adopts the view that this text came from Italy, 
where it had been preserved (pp. IJ f.). Why, then, did he fail 
to compare the Latin version? 

In not a few places he claims to have done so. On p. 45 (note I} 
he says: "Zur Vcrgleicltung z•qn t•erschiedenen dunk/en Stdkn wird 
ojkrs auc/1 die lakinisclu Vcrsiqn lurbu:l{ezogm"; and on pp. 65 and 
84 he asserts several times over that he has ' proved ' that the Hebrew 
cannot have been derived from the Latin. In one place (p. 65, above) 
he expresses himself a little more exactly : "Ebensq uigl es st(lt an 
ein:;dnen markanlcn Bcispidm dmtlich, dass audt der lakinisclte Text 
mit doll l1cbr. md1l iibo-dnstimml." But there are in fact only a 
scant dozen of cases in which he has cited the Latin versions at 
all, and these quotations appear to be merely those which happened 
to be in Grimm's Commentary (whence most of his knowledge of 
1 Maccabees is derived). They are introduced by him quite inci
dentally, and without any attempt to make a critical use of them. 

If he had compared any extended passage of the Hebrew with 
either the Vulgate or the version of the Codex Sangermanensis, he 
must have seen at once the origin of this text. It is the Vu/galt, 
however, which furnishes the tme key to the many striking divergen
cies of this Hebrew from the Greek and Syriac versions; a Vulgate 
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text, moreover, which is nearly identical with the modern standard, 
only very seldom containing a reading peculiar to the version of the 
Sangermanensis. 

A few examples will suffice for proof; the number could easily be 
multiplied. 1 Mace. 1 13 reads: "And he (the king] gave them (the 
hellenists] authority to do after the manner of the Gentiles." Our 
Hebrew text (page 3, line 14) has: Mat TO,~'It'i:l ;,':!'It"~~ c;,':! fM~ 
C~J;,. The source of this amazing sentence is at once plain from 
the Vulgate, ul jaarmljusliliam gmiium .. The Latin translator had 
rendered too literally, and the Jewish translator was led into a bad 
blunder. In 2at, Mattathias says to his sons : "Be strong, and quit your
selves like men!" The Hebrew (p. 6, line 8) has ,.,~, ,~nm;, 
"comfort ;•oursdves and be men," which is explained by the Latin 
conforlamini, used here to translate luxVt:T(. 2 24, "When Mattathias 
saw this, he was filled with righteous wrath," where the Heb. has the 
inappropriate )at'"T',, due to the Latin el do/uil. In 2u, the Greek and 
Syriac versions read (as the context requires) : "Then the emissaries 
of the king who were compelling [the Jews] to apostatize came to 
the town of Modein to olfer the sacrifices." The Heb. (p. 4, line 25) 
has, on the contrary, the following distorted version : ;,~'It' ,at:l', 
m:lt':! 'nl~ .,''S:l ,m:l .,lt"at C'Si:l ,,~':! C:l,"TO)at 1':1~ •::at':!~. 
This is a verbal translation of the Latin : el 7'tntrunl i//uc qui missi 
eranl a rege Anliodw ut cogerml eos qui confugeranl in tivilatem 
Modin immo/are, in which the words eos .•. Modin are a palpable 
mistranslation of "'" d'll'ouTauiav (li Mw&dv. The impossible M~ 
C..,~ (Greek, uvvayw;?, 'Aut&lwv), 2 42, came from the Latin (San· 
germ.) eom,enlus judaeorum. It is said in 3s of Judas: "Those 
who troubled his people he destroyed (lit. 'cansumed,' Gr. f.f/J>..aytu(, 
translating .,'S:l)." Our Hebrew has, for this verb,;,;:.., M'~'"T, a 
blindly faithful rendering of the stupid Latin translation, sucandit 
jlammis. 

It is in the proper names, especially, that the character of this 
text, as a secondary version of late date, is plainly revealed. Antio
chus is the king of" at'C'S" (Asia}, 88 ; •AMtf-UX is written 0,~•::'-,at, 
with :l (Lat. Sangerm. A/chimus), g1

; Beth-~ur is written with C(!) 
in both 481 and 67

, in the latter case at.,,C n•:: (Bethsura) ! In 429
, 

instead of Beth-$ur, as in the Greek and Syriac versions, our Hebrew 
has the impossible reading p.,,M M':l, taken from the Vulgate Bctho
ron. For lv 'AM.ua, 95, He b. has ;,'lt'•'-,:l, Vulg. in Laisa; for Emmaus, 
in 367, ,;,~at(!)= Sangerm. Ammau. In 61, our standard text reads: 
"Antioch us ... heard that there was in Elymais ( f.v 'E.\.ti~ti) in Per-
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sia a city," etc. The Hebrew (p. 13, line I) has: (! )0'1C"'::1C .,~ 
~El:l .,lt'ac, a phrase which would be a remarkable achievement 
indeed for the author of I Maccabees, but is quite natural here in view 
of the Latin, civilatem Elymaidem in Perszile. 

But even these examples are not the worst. In 817 (Heb. p. u, 
line. 6 a. f.) Jason ('Icluwv, Jason) is written J'l7)! The interesting 
counterpart of this is the form in which Gazara (raC'Ip4, Gazara, 
Gezeron) is written in 4u and 7fll, namely .,~\ It is plain that we 
have in these examples testimony of some importance as to the pro
nunciation of the author of our Hebrew version. The same is true 
in M~) =Galatia and M~~lt'"'M (sic/)= Hispania, in su. 

These specimens are more than enough. It remains to be added, 
that the translator abridges at will, and omits altogether the more diffi
cult words, phrases, and passages of his original (whence Schweizer's 
frequent claim that the " Sdzlidztheit" of the Hebrew proves it to be 
the work of the author himself) ; his work will then perhaps have 
been sufficiently characterized. It is quite worthless for the criti
cism of I Maccabees, as is also Schweizer's own " investigation." 

A word may be added in regard to the probable home, date, and 
authorship of this Jewish translation. The manuscript in which it 
was found contained other writings, and the whole was in the hand
writing of one man, who lived, as Schweizer says, "an den he"
lifhen, rebenumkranzten l(fern des Rheins," where he seems to have 
been a rabbi in the schools at Mainz and Worms especially, between 
the years I I zo and 1 r8o. The peculiarities of transliteration just 
mentioned would seem to point to this very part of the world rather 
than to any other. Galatia is pronounced "Galatria"; Hispania is 
"lshpania"; the sounds of g,j, andy are hopelessly run together, as 
in certain modern German dialects: Gazara is written with initial ~. 

Jason with ) ; and so on. 
There is therefore some probability, from internal evidence, that this 

r:1bbi of Worms, whose works are contained in the Paris manuscript, 
was himself the one who translated the story of Judas Maccabaeus 
from the Latin. This probability is increased by another circum
stance. At the end of the manuscript, some acrostic verses yield 
the sentence: C:"M::N ""l::l =4'~' ":lN. "I am Jacob bar Abraham." 
Schweizer (p. 9) thinks that this is not likely to have been the name 
of the rabbi himself who was the author of so large a part of the book, 
"darn Zllr z,·it, 7{10 das Manuuript a/Jgefa.ut 7i'llrde (116o-8o), gao 
es luinrn Gddtrlfn, drr rmltr don .Namot Jako/J b. Abrallam bekannl 
1viirr." He therefore thinks that the acrostic verses were probably 
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borrowed from some older book. But is the name of every rabbi 
who taught in Worms and Mainz in the twelfth century so certainly 
known? And as for the verses (doggerel regarding the laws of clean 
and unclean animals), they are not such as would have been copied 
from another book ; the important thing in them is the acrostic; it 
was for the sake of this that they were composed, and for this reason 
that they were put at the end of the whole. The author of these 
documents took some pride in his work, and therefore signed his 
name. We have some reason to believe, then, that Jacob bar 
Abraham was the author of this "Hebrew text of I Maccabees." 

: : ...... =· ·= r • : •• !• :·.:.- . . . · .. · . . 
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